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Abstract
Program slicing consists of deleting statements from a program, creating a reduced program, a slice, that preserves
the original program's behaviour for a given set of variables
at a chosen point in the program.
However, some aspects of a program's semantics are not
captured by a set of variables, rendering slicing inapplicable to their analysis. These aspects of the program's state
shall, collectively, be termed the `implicit state'. For example, the input list supplied to a program is not denoted
by a variable, rather it is part of the implicit state. It will
be shown that this implicitness causes existing slicing algorithms to produce incorrect slices with respect to input.
In order to solve the problem the program to be sliced
will be transformed into an `explicit' version (in which all
aspects of its semantics are captured by variables). The
approach is also applied to a wider class of problems in
which slicing is inhibited by the lack of variables upon which
to form a suitable slicing criterion.
Because the approach can be expressed as a source{level
transformation, it has the attractive property that the slicing algorithm need not be altered.

1 Introduction
Many programmers spend a considerable amount of time
attempting to understand and manipulate computer programs. If the program is su ciently simple, it can be analysed manually, but such a task is too di cult to perform
for larger programs which contain much information which
is irrelevant to a particular line of analysis.
Program slicing consists of deleting statements from a
program whilst preserving some projection of its semantics,
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Original Program Slice w.r.t. (4, fxg)
Figure 1: Weiser's Static Slice
thereby removing such `irrelevant information'. Slicing has
been applied to algorithmic debugging 13], testing1, 8],
integration11], parallel execution22], maintenance6] and
measurement17, 15].
The concept of program slicing was rst introduced by
Weiser21, 22]. A wide variety of slicing paradigms have
been proposed, each based upon a formulation of the slicing criterion (which captures the semantic projection to be
preserved during the process of command deletion).
As introduced by Weiser22], the slicing criterion consists
of a line number, n, and a set of variables, S. Consider the
program fragment in Figure 1.
The selected variable was x and the slicing was performed
at (just before the execution of) line 4. The variable x does
not depend on y, hence the slice does not contain line 2. In
this simple example, slicing can be performed by hand. For
larger programs, tools such as Unravel 16] can be used to
automatically construct slices.
This paper is concerned with the kinds of slices constructed from programs which perform I/O, and, more generally with slices of programs which aect components of
the state for which there is no variable to capture the semantic projection of interest. In order to study this prob-
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lem the static slicing paradigm will be adopted for simplicity of exposition. However, the results apply equally well to
the dynamic 14], quasi{dynamic 20] and conditioned 3, 5]
paradigms.
The contribution of this paper can be summarised as follows:
 A minor problem concerning slicing in the presence of
input is identied.
 The problem is circumvented using an implicit state
removal transformation.
 The transformation is shown to be applicable to a
wider class of programs which contain few (or no) variables upon which to form slicing criteria.
The rest of the paper is organised as follows: Section 2
contains some preliminary denitions, which are used in
sections 3 and 4 to provide a formal treatment of static
slicing in the presence of input statements. Section 5 introduces the implicit state removal transformation, used to
rectify a problem identied with slicing in the presence of
input, and section 6 shows how this approach can be applied
to the more general problem of slicing real{time system programs, which may contain few variables upon which to base
a suitable slicing criterion. Section 7 concludes with some
directions for future work.

Denition 4 (State Trajectory) A state trajectory of

2 Preliminary Denitions

where sjV is s restricted to domain V , and  is the empty
string. Proj is now extended to entire trajectories:

length k of a program P is a nite list of ordered pairs
< (n1  s1 ) (n2 s2) : : : (nk  sk ) >

where each n is a node of P and each s is a function
mapping the variables in V to their values. Each (n s)
gives the values of variables in V immediately before the
execution of n.

Denition 5 (Static Slicing Criterion) A static slicing criterion of a program P is a pair <i V >, where i is a

statement in P and V is a subset of the variables in P.

A static slicing criterion C = <i V > determines a projection function ProjC which throws out of the state trajectory
all ordered pairs except those starting with i, and from the
remaining pairs throws out all identiers not in V .

Denition 6 (Projection) Let T = (t1  t2 : : : tn) be a

state trajectory, n any node in N and s any function from
variable names to values. Then

(n sjV )

Proj<iV > ((n s)) =
0

if n 6= i
if n = i

0

This section introduces some denitions which will be used
in subsequent sections.

Proj<iV > (T) = Proj<iV > (t1 ) .. .Proj<iV > (tn ).

DEF(n) denotes the set of variables dened at node n.
REF (n) denotes the set of variables referenced at node
n. For example, if n were the assignment statement
x = y + z we would have DEF (n) = fxg and REF (n)
= fy,zg.

A slice is dened, behaviourally, as any subset of a program which preserves a projection of its behaviour, determined by the slicing criterion.

Denition 2 (Head and Tail) The head of a sequence,

Denition 7 (Static Slicing) A slice S of a program P

0

0

Denition 1 (REF and DEF Variable Sets)

s, shall be denoted hd(s) and the remaining sequence shall
be denoted tl(s).
Denition 3 (Function Overriding) This is an operation that takes two functions and creates a new one by
overriding all the mappings in the rst function with those
in the second. We write the overriding of the function, f,
by the function g like this: f  g.
Denitions 4, 5, 6 and 7 which follow, are those introduced by Weiser 22].
A state trajectory of a program is a trace of its execution,
containing `snapshots' of all its variable values (its state)
just before the execution of each statement.

on a slicing criterion C = <i V > is any program with the
following two properties.
1. S can be obtained from P by deleting zero or more
statements from P.
2. Whenever P halts on an input I with state trajectory
T, then S also halts on input I with state trajectory T ,
and ProjC (T) = ProjC (T ), where C = <succ(i),V >,
and succ(i) is the nearest successor to i in the original
program which is also in the slice, or i itself if i is in
the slice.
0

0
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Original program P

1:
2:
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4:
5:

x = 4

1: scanf("%d",&x)
2: scanf("%d",&y)
3:

q = x

Slice P

Original Program, P

Slice on (3 fyg), P

0

Figure 3: Slicing Programs with Input Statements

0

Figure 2: Static Slicing on the Criterion (5, fqg)

1: scanf("%d",&x)
2: scanf("%d",&y)
3:

T =
<
(1, ),
(2,  f x] 7! 4g),
(3,  f x] 7! 4g),
(4,  f x] 7! 4,  q] 7! 4g),
(5,  f x] 7! 4,  q] 7! 4g)
>
Now Proj<5 q >(T ) = <(5, f q] 7! 4g)>, so
Proj<5 q >(T ) = Proj<5 q >(T ), and therefore P is a
slice of P according to denition 7.
0

3 The Formal Denition of a Slice
Suppose the initial state for program P in Figure 2 is .
The elements of the state trajectory are pairs, (n,) where
n is the next line to be executed. Therefore at line 1, the
pair will be (1,). The term `at line n' means `when the
next line to be executed is at line n'.
In order to dene the state trajectory produced by the
execution of a program, it will be necessary to formally
dene the state{to{state mapping1, MI  s]], denoted by an
assignment statement, s. This is dened in the standard
way 19], namely:
MI  i=e]] = :  fi 7! E  e]]g

where MI is a mapping from statements to state to state
mappings and where a state is a mapping from identiers
to the values they contain.
Using this semantic description, the state trajectory T,
for the example program P can be determined:
T=
<
(1, ),
(2,  f x] 7! 4g),
(3,  f x] 7! 4,  z] 7! 8g),
(4,  f x] 7! 4,  z] 7! 8,  q] 7! 4g),
(5,  f x] 7! 4,  z] 7! 8,  q] 7! 4,  y] 7! 12g)
>
Proj<nV > denotes the sequence obtained by removing
all pairs (x,y) such that x 6= n, and restricting the state, y,
of those which remain, to include only those mappings for
variables in V , so Proj<5 q >(T ) = <(5, f q] 7! 4g)>
f g

The state trajectory T for the slice, P , when the initial
state is , is:
0

1 The reason we add the subscript I to
next two sections.

0

M will become clear in the

f g

0

f g

f g

0

0

4 The Input Problem
In the previous section, the state was described as a mapping, I ! V , where I is the set of all variable identiers
and V is the set of all possible values. This form of state
is known as an environment and V is known as the set of
denotable values 19].
In order to represent the semantics of input statements
we shall need to augment the environment with a sequence of values, seq(V ), to denote the input sequence,
thus the state will become (I ! V )  seq(V ). This augmentation of the state allows us to model the statement
scanf("%d",&x) as a state transformation from (, i) to
(  f x] 7! hd(i)g, tl(i)), enabling us to construct state
trajectories for programs which perform input.
Consider, for example the program P in Figure 3. Suppose the slicing criterion is (3, fyg). The state trajectory,
T , when the initial environment is  and the initial input
list is i is:
T=
<
(1, ( i)),
(2, ( f x] 7! hd(i)g, tl(i))),
(3, ( f x] 7! hd(i),  y] 7! hd(tl(i))g, tl(tl(i))))
>
Therefore Proj<3 y >(T) = <(3, (f y] 7! hd(tl(i))g,
tl(tl(i))))>.
f g

Let P be a slice of P constructed with respect to the
slicing criterion (3, fyg) according to denition 7, and let
the state trajectory produced by the execution of P in the
initial state (, i) be T . By denition 7, Proj<3 y >(T )
must be Proj<3 y >(T ), so Proj<3 y >(T ) will be <(3,
0

0

0

f g
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0

f g

f g

0

(f y] 7! hd(tl(i))g, tl(tl(i))))>.
Clearly therefore, any valid slice, P of P with respect
to (3, fyg) must aect the value of the variable y. Since
the only statement in P which does this is statement 2,
statement 2 must be included in the slice. Furthermore,
if the slice P were to contain only statement 2, then
Proj<3 y >(T ) would be <(3, (f y] 7! hd(i)g, tl(i)))>.
Therefore, in order to satisfy denition 7, statement 1 must
also be included in P . The only valid slice of P w.r.t. (3,
fyg) is therefore P itself. However, this is not the slice
produced by currently published static slicing algorithms
22, 12, 4], (all of which delete line 1).
Existing algorithms fail to produce the correct slice because, according to the standard denition of dened and
referenced variables (denition 1),

1: getint()
2: scanf("%d",&y)
3:

0

Original Program P

Slice P

0

Figure 4: An Incorrect Slice

0

f g

1:
2: scanf("%d",&y)
3:

0

0

DEFscanf("%d",&x)] = fxg
and
REFscanf("%d",&x)] = fg
This means that there will be no du{chain 2] between
nodes 1 and 2 in the program P in Figure 3. This is an
example of a more general problem concerning the `implicit
state' 7, 8, 10].
To see why traditional formulations of dened and referenced variables do not cater for input statements correctly,
we need to examine the state in more detail. It will be
shown that by making the implicit state explicit the problem can be overcome.

Denition 8 (The Explicit State)

The explicit state is (I ! V ), where I is the set of variable
identiers and V is the set of denotable values.

Denition 9 (The Implicit State)

The implicit state is any part of the state which is not
explicit. That is, the implicit state consists of those state
components which are not denoted by a variable identier.
Observe that, whilst the eect of a program has upon
the values stored in its variables is explicit, the eect it has
upon the input sequence is implicit.
Existing slicing algorithms will include a statement n in
a slice i:

explicit state). Changes to the implicit state do not lead
to dependencies as there is no variable to carry the dependence. In the most extreme case suppose a node s (other
than a predicate node), aects only the implicit state No
slicing criterion can be transitively control or data dependent upon s, and therefore, a slicing algorithm will be free
to delete s.
Consider, for example, the program2 in Figure 4. Suppose the slicing criterion is (3,fyg). The slicing algorithm
will be free to delete line 1 because the slicing criterion
is neither transitively control nor data dependent upon it.
Indeed, line 1 may be deleted in the construction of any
slice.
However, removal of line 1 clearly does aect the meaning
of line 2. That is, in the original program, line 2 reads the
second input into y, whereas, if line 1 is removed, it reads
the rst. Therefore, removing line 1 will produce a reduced
program which does not preserve the eect of the original
upon the nal value of y. Such a reduced program is not
a slice of the original according to Weiser's denition of a
slice (denition 7).
This discussion assumes that input statements read input
from a single input device. For some programs it may be
possible to view each input statement as reading data from
a separate device, in which case existing slicing algorithms
will produce correct slices.

5 Denoting the Input Sequence
The solution to the problem lies not in altering the slicing
algorithm, rather it requires a change to the value of dened
and referenced variable sets (upon which the algorithm depends). This is achieved by a reformulation of the implicit
state as an explicit state 7, 8, 10], rather than altering the
slicing algorithm, which constructs these slices.
Observe that, because

1. the slicing criterion is transitively data dependent on
n or,
2. the slicing criterion is transitively control dependent
on n.
Data dependence arises because of variable assignments
(or, more generally, because of statements which aect the

MI  scanf("%d",&x)] ( i) = (  f x] 7! hd(i)g tl(i))

it will be inferred that
DEFscanf("%d",&x)] = fxg
Where getint() has the sole purpose of consuming an integer
from the input.
2
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and

REFscanf("%d",&x)] = fg:
because the only variable which alters its value in  is x
and this change references (depends upon) the value of no
other mapping in . That is, although the input statement
aects the implicit state, it does not aect the explicit state.
Therefore the dened and referenced variable sets will not
capture the linkage between successive input statements
this linkage consists of `implicit du{chains'.
In order to remove the implicit state we need a new variable (and possibly a new denotable value 19] | the list),
to denote the implicit state component. In this case, the
pseudo-variable  shall be used to denote the input list.
Let ME describe the meaning of a statement in terms of
the explicit state.
ME  scanf("%d",&x)]  =
  f x] 7! hd(]])  ]] 7! tl(]])g
from which it will be inferred that
DEFscanf("%d",&x)] = fx g
and
REF  scanf("%d",&x)] = fg:
The function , takes an implicit state and transforms
into an equivalent explicit state:
 : (I ! V )  seq(V ) ;! (I ! V )
( i) =   f ]] 7! ig
The connection between MI and ME is
8s:MI (s)  =  ME (s)
The relationship between ME , MI and  is represented
in the commutative diagram below:
I (s )
(I ! V )  seq(V ) ;!
(I ! V )  seq(V )
?
??
?y
y
M

E (s )
(I ! V )
;!
(I ! V )
Observe that this reformulation of the implicit state as
an explicit state could have been achieved by re{writing
the program, introducing assignments to the new pseudo{
variable . The transformation, T , takes a statement s,
and produces a statement s , where s neither depends upon
nor aects implicit state. The transformation T for our
simple while loop language is dened in Figure 5.
Observe that MI T = ME , thus T is guaranteed to
remove the implicit state by source{to{source transformation. This could be established more formally by a simple
structural induction on the structure of the language.
M

0

0

1
2
3
4
5
6

reset()
while (inoperation()) f
if (gettemp())
switchoff()
else switchon()
userchoice()

g

Figure 6: A Simple Thermostat Program

6 A Thermostat Program
Often, in real{time systems, there will be a set of primitive
commands for controlling input and output using devices
such as sensors and actuators. These primitive commands
will form part of a control language. Such programs may be
hard to slice in any meaningful way, because we shall not
be able to identify the interesting properties of the system
in slicing criteria | they will all be implicit.
Consider, the (highly idealised) thermostat control program in Figure 6. As it stands this program is completely
unslicable, as it mentions no variables.
If we model the implicit state using pseudo variables,
we shall be able to transform programs such as the thermostat program into longer, but slicable, explicit versions.
This corresponds to modelling the unavailable bodies of
the primitive functions of the control language. In order to
perform this transformation for the thermostat program we
will need a specication of the eect of each of the primitives. In this case, the device language primitives control
and depend upon a thermometer and a heater. Figure 7
informally species the meaning of each primitive of the
control language.
Figure 8 describes the implicit state value denoted by
each pseudo variable we shall introduce.
Notice that we could, for all such problems, use a single variable to capture the entire implicit state 18]. This
would require us to model the implicit state as a large data
structure, denoted be a single variable. Using a single variable, primitive commands which depend upon or aect the
implicit state would be transformed into commands which
select and update parts of this data structure. Whilst this
approach is theoretically acceptable, it is impractical, as it
will dramatically reduce the precision of any slicing algorithm which depends upon it.
Figure 9 describes the transformation function for removing the implicit state. For the userchoice() primitive, the
enumeration type fup down manualg is used to model the
user's input. In this case, the input comes from a control
device, which only oers three `switch' buttons | up, down
and manual. It will therefore, not be possible for the user
to enter an invalid input.
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T  scanf(s &i1  : : : &in ) ]
T  while(e)c]]
T  fc1 : : :cn g]
T  if(e)c]]
T  getint()]]
T  i=e]]
I  i]]

=
=
=
=
=
=

I  i1] : : : I  in]
 while(e)fT  c]]g]
 fT  c1] : : : T  cn] g]
 if(e)fT  c]]g]

 =tl()]]
 i=e]]

=  i = hd()  = tl() ]

Figure 5: Removing the Implicit State from a Language with Input Statements

reset()
inoperation()
gettemp()
switchoff()
switchon()
userchoice()

Initialises the ideal temperature setting
True i the user has not switched to manual control
True i the current temperature is ideal ( 2 degrees Fahrenheit)
Switches the heater o
Switches the heater on
Allows the user to make one of three decisions:
a) to switch to manual control
b) to increment the ideal temperature
c) to decrement the ideal temperature

Figure 7: Informal Semantics for the Thermostat Language Primitives

Pseudo Variable Type
ideal
int
IsManual
boolean
temp
int
IsHeaterOff
boolean

list(choice)

Description of Implicit State Modelled
The ideal temperature
True i the system is in manual mode
Current temperature reading on the thermometer
True i the heater is o
The User's list of inputs

Figure 8: Pseudo{Variables and the Implicit State Components they Denote
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T  while(e)c]]
T  fc1 : : :cn g]
T  if(e)c]]
T  i=e]]
T  reset()]]

=
=
=
=
=
T  switchoff()]] =
T  switchon()]] =
T  userchoice()]] =

E  inoperation()]]
E  gettemp()]]
E  e1 b e2 ]

 while(E  e]])fT  c]]g]
 fT  c1] : : : T  cn] g]
 if(E  e]])fT  c]]g]
 i=E  e]]]]
 IsManual = F alse ideal = Default ]
 IsHeaterOff = T rue]]
 IsHeaterOff = F alse]]
 if(hd() == up)ideal = ideal + 1
else if(hd() == down)ideal = ideal ; 1
else if(hd() == manual)IsManual = True
 = tl() ]

=  !IsManual]
=  ((temp >= ideal ; 2:0)&&(temp <= ideal + 2:0))]]
= E  e1] b E  e2]

Figure 9: Removing the Implicit State from the Thermostat Control Language
The application of transformation rules from Figure 9 to
the program in Figure 6 is depicted Figure 10.
We have adopted a decimal point numbering system to
allow us to relate elements of the transformed program to
those of the original (via their integral values).
Slicing with respect to (6, fidealg) yields the slice depicted in Figure 11.
Converting this slice back to the original program notation we take the integral part of each statement as the
members of the slice, thereby including a statement from
the original if any of its transformed counterparts are in the
slice of the explicit version.

7 Conclusion and Future Work
The implicit{state{removal transformation technique can
be applied to any problem where we want to slice a program
upon some value which is implicit, namely, where there is
no variable to denote the state components of interest. The
approach is easy to integrate into existing slicing algorithms
and tools, as only the dened and referenced variables need
change. Furthermore, a suitable change in dened and referenced variables is obtained by pre{transforming the program to be sliced to remove the implicit state. Thus the
slicing algorithm can be viewed as an unaected `black box
process'.
The approach was used to correct a minor deviation of
existing slicing approaches concerning the deletion or otherwise of input statements in slice construction. More importantly, it is argued that the approach could be applied
to real{time systems, where slicing may be inhibited by a
want of variable to slice upon.
It would be interesting to apply the approach introduced

here to other implicit state components. For example, le
systems and dynamic memory allocation and deallocation.
Such analysis might prove fruitful in producing more precise slices of programs which aect and depend upon the
heap store, and may allow us to address problems associated with programs which perform I/O through le access.
This work could also allow previously implicit computation
to be analysed using slicing. For example, the potential of
a program to leak dynamic memory could be analysed by
making the implicit top of heap explicit. This could prove
particularly eective if amorphous slicing 9] were used to
construct slices for the implicit top of heap. As an amorphous slice is constructed using any transformation, no simply node{deletion, the amorphous slice for the top of heap
will often be considerably smaller than the original program, allowing the dynamic memory prole of a program
to be isolated from the rest of its computation.
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1

reset()

2
3
4
5
6

while (inoperation()) f
if (gettemp())
switchoff()
else switchon()
userchoice()

g

Original program

1.1
1.2
2
3
4
5
6.1
6.2
6.3
6.4
6.5
6.6
6.7

= False
= Default

IsManual
ideal
while (!IsManual) f
if temp
ideal
IsHeaterOff
else IsHeaterOff
if (
ideal = ideal + 1
else if
ideal = ideal - 1
else if
IsManual

((

>=

- 2.0) && (temp <= ideal + 2.0))
= True
= False
hd() == up)
(hd() == down)

g

 = tl()

(hd() == manual)
= True

Transformed program
Figure 10: Original and Transformed Thermostat Program

1.1
1.2
2
6.1
6.2
6.3
6.4
6.5
6.6
6.7

IsManual = False
ideal
while (!IsManual) f
if (
ideal = ideal + 1
else if
ideal = ideal - 1
else if
IsManual

= Default

hd() == up)

1

reset()

2
6

while (inoperation())
userchoice()

(hd() == down)

g

 = tl()

(hd() == manual)
= True

Sliced Transformed Program

Corresponding Sliced Original Program

Figure 11: Slicing the Thermostat Program Using its Explicit Counterpart
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